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QUESTION 1

Why do you use parameter mapping in a calculation view? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. To convert the data types of input parameters 

B. To push down filters to the lowest level calculation views 

C. To pass variable values to external value help views 

D. To enable an input parameter in a calculation view 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

What does a graph neighborhood search reveal? 

A. Edges that contain the same attributes 

B. Shortest path between vertices 

C. Vertices that are closely connected 

D. Vertices that contain the same attributes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In your calculation view, you need to define a custom data source using SQLScript. In which object do you write your
SQL Script? 

A. Table function 

B. CDS view 

C. Procedure 

D. Virtual Table 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You combine two customer master data tables with a union node in a calculation view. Both master data tables include
the same customer name. The same customer can exist in both tables. How do you ensure that each customer appears
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only once in the results? 

A. Add a minus node above the union node. 

B. Add an intersect node above the union node. 

C. Include an aggregation node above the union node. 

D. In the union node, map both source customer name columns to one target column. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a data analyst working with medical records that contain confidential patient information. Why do you use the
anonymization node in a calculation view? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. To restrict data access for specific users or roles 

B. To hide individual patients in groups of similar records 

C. To provide partial value such as #34343#34## 

D. To add noise to the data to hide the actual values 

Correct Answer: BD 
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